
Rojava



2011, The Arab Spring
● Begins in Tunisia

● Brings down leaders in Tunisia and Egypt

● Arguably the reverberations brought down leaders in Sudan and Algeria very recently

● Plunged Libya, Yemen, and Syria into civil war

● Began as pro democracy protests coupled with general discontent

● Other than Tunisia, Governments reacted violently immediately

● Demonstrations in many of the Gulf monarchies crushed violently



● Heavily divided country
○ Religion:

■ 60% Sunni

■ 16% Christian

■ 10% Shia (Alawi, Ismaili, and Twelver 

combined)

■ 1% Druze

○ Ethnicity

■ 80% Arab

■ 10% Kurd

■ 5% Turkmen

■ 4% Assyrian

Syria



Syrian Civil War, FSA

● Many Junior officers Sunni while Senior officers Alawi

● Alawis hold much of the power

● Predominantly Sunni officers begin to defect when 

protests are cracked down upon, forming the Free Syrian 

Army (FSA)

● FSA says it seeks to establish a liberal democracy, receives 

limited material assistance from NATO powers

● Sunni Islamists see opportunity and join forces with FSA

● Seize control over large portions in the North East of Syria



Syrian Civil War, Assad

● Internally backed by Shia groups along with those still loyal 

whether from fear, preference for the status quo, or belief 

that Assad is still the best choice available

● Externally backed by
○ Iran

■ Revolutionary Guard

○ Hezbollah

■ Lebanese

○ Russia

■ Warm water port



Syrian Civil War, Daesh (ISIS)

● Began as Al Qaeda in Iraq

● Split from central leadership in 2014 to declare a 

Caliphate under Abu Bakr Al Baghdadi

● Swung into Syria to claim territory in the power vacuum

● Used those victories to turn and take hold of large 

swathes of Iraq
○ Shattered Iraqi Army forces who would generally surrender 

almost immediately

○ Seized large amounts of American hardware through this

● Used those further victories to swing back west and take more land 

in Syria

● Brutal oppression of Sunni Arabs but even worse for anyone who 

did not fit that bill

 



The Kurds
● Largest Ethnic group without a state

○ 30-40 Million

○ 2-3 million in Syria (Out of 18 Million)

● Predominantly Sunni but by no means exclusively

● Have fought for independence for hundreds of years

● Peshmerga is the general term for Kurds who are fighting for 

an independent Kurdistan, can be applied to those in Syria, 

Iraq, Turkey, or Iran

● Individual armed groups are wide ranging in terms of Ideology

● For simplicity, there will be a dichotomy between the right and 

left



Right leaning Kurdish Nationalists

● Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP)
○ Dominated by the Barzani family

○ Conservative

○ Feudalistic

○ Tribal

○ Main force in Iraqi Kurdistan

● Kurdish National Council (KNC)
○ Syrian Kurdish group

○ Backed significantly by the KDP

○ Participates in politics in Rojava



Left Leaning Kurdish Nationalists
● Kurdistan Worker’s Party (PKK)

○ Based in Turkey

○ Labeled a Terrorist Group by NATO and others

○ Ideologically complicated

○ Began in 1970s as a Marxist Leninist organization

○ Drifted around ideologically

○ Currently espouses Libertarian 

Municipalism/Democratic Confederalism

● Democratic Union Party (PYD)
○ Based in Syria

○ Is the political party associated with Rojava

○ Founders have roots and connections with PKK

○ Also espouse Democratic Confederalism and put it 

into practice

○ Their armed wing is the YPG

■ YPJ is the Women’s section of the YPG

■ Forms the central pillar of the Syrian 

Democratic Forces (SDF)

● SDF are the armed forces of Rojava 
(Officially known as “Autonomous 
Administration of North and East Syria”)

● Rojava means Western in Kurdish, hence 
the alternate name above to show the 
acceptance of non Kurds

● SDF are also made up of militias from 
other minority ethnic groups such as the 
Yazidis, Druze, Turkmens, and Assyrians.

● Right and left Kurdish nationalists form 
uneasy alliance and generally don’t fight 
openly



Rojava

● Assad forces abandon North West of Syria to concentrate forces in the west

● PYD immediately takes a leading role in establishing a new Kurdish led entity in the vacuum
○ So quickly that some on the right allege them to be collaborating with Assad

● Minority groups begin to bear the brunt of Daesh atrocities

● Daesh only begins to see real resistance once they push into Iraqi and Syrian Kurdistan

● Once Daesh is put on the back foot, Kurds again are the ones to capitalize most, especially in Syria

● Rojava seizes a large chunk of formerly Daesh land, incorporating the minority groups who remained into 

their forces

● Many Arabs fled either from Daesh or from the Kurds as they feared reprisals for collaboration

● PYD is the dominant but not the only party in the government



Democratic Confederalism

● Ideology set out by Abdullah Öcalan, former leader of the PKK

● Heavily influenced by Murray Bookchin’s Libertarian Municipalism
○ Local councils make decisions on a local level 

■ Councils are made up of all of the people of a municipality

■ Decisions are made in a Direct Democratic method by these councils

● Democratic Confederalism expands this
○ Each Municipality is part of a Confederation of Municipalities

○ The Confederation exists to ensure that the core beliefs are protected such as equal rights for women and ethnic 

groups

● Seeks to establish Autarky or self sufficiency to make a more environmentally friendly society



 Gushing About Democratic Confederalism

● Guarantees on various freedoms especially women’s rights and minority 

ethnic or religious rights

● Decentralized, direct democratic structure removes possibility of cults of 

personality

● Giving everyone a voice in every decision makes them more invested in 

the system as a whole

● Despite being faced with a Fascist death cult bent on the literal end of the 

world, Rojava won in the field while professional armies such as Iraq’s 

failed

● Follows through on equality with the YPJ and TQILF
○ The Queer Insurrection and Liberation Army (TQILF) is a queer anarchist militia 

fighting for Rojava

● Could provide answer to issues arising out of tribalism, religious tensions, 

and clientelism 



 Begrudgingly Accepting Nothing is Perfect
● Constitution of Rojava does still protect private 

property

● While the PYD does not really center Nationalism, it 

remains part of the wider Kurdish Nationalist project 

and Nationalism is dangerous

● There are reports of Arabs being persecuted in 

captured regions

● Has accepted support from the United States
○ In the face of a literal Fascist death cult

○ Soviet Union accepted lend lease in WWII

○ German Empire supported Lenin with a train ride and 

money

● Allegedly in cahoots with Assad


